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Abstract

Study objectives—The aim was to examine the influence of domestic crowding and household amenities in early life on later mortality from all causes and specifically from stomach cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and rheumatic heart disease.

Design—This was a retrospective cohort study of people whose houses had been surveyed in 1936 and whose household size was known from the 1939 census. Subjects were followed through the National Health Service Central Register from 1951 to 1989.

Setting—the housing survey had been carried out in the midland town of Chesterfield.

Subjects—Subjects comprised 8138 men and women born after 1900.

Results—A total of 2929 deaths were observed during the follow up period. All causes mortality in the full cohort was not consistently related to any of the housing variables examined, but among subjects who were still children at the time of the housing survey, death rates were higher in those whose houses were crowded or lacked a hot water tap. No associations could be shown between stomach cancer and domestic crowding or food storage facilities; chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and domestic crowding or use of gas for cooking; or rheumatic heart disease and domestic crowding. There were few deaths from these causes, however, in subjects who were children at the time of housing survey.

Conclusions—The findings suggest that the housing of young adults in Chesterfield during the 1930s had little effect on their later mortality. Further follow up of the cohort is needed before firm conclusions can be drawn about the influence of housing at younger ages.

Method

The survey had been carried out in response to the 1935 Housing Act which required local authorities in England and Wales to assess all working class housing in their areas as a prelude to slum clearance. It came to attention only recently when a report of the findings nationally was released under the 50 year rule. In Britain, potentially sensitive government documents are sometimes only made public after an interval of 30, 50, or 100 years. Data were held in a card index and covered most of the houses in Chesterfield in 1936. Recorded for each address were the surname of the tenant or subtenant; the total number of rooms and number of bedrooms; whether the house had a hot water tap and/or fixed bath; the type of foodstore, cooking facilities, and lavatory; and the number of residents allowed according to criteria defined in the 1935 Act. The latter depended on the number and size of rooms. From these records we selected a sample of 4370 addresses to cover a range of housing quality.

The list of addresses together with the names of tenants and subtenants was sent to the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) who identified each address in the census of September 1939. From the census, the OPCS abstracted the sex and dates of birth of the residents and forwarded this anonymised information to us with a note of whether persons of the same surname as
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the tenant or subtenant at the time of the survey were still living at the address in 1939. In addition, residents born after 1 January 1900 were traced through the National Health Service Central Register (NHSCR) and followed up to 31 December 1989. For subjects who died during the period of follow up, the OPCS provided us with the date and underlying cause of death (coded to the 9th revision of the International Classification of Diseases). Where subjects were lost to follow up for other reasons (mostly emigration), we were given the date when they were last known to be alive.

Of the 4370 addresses selected for study, 3563 (82%) were occupied in 1939 by a person of the same name as the tenant or subtenant in 1936. The mortality of residents at these addresses during follow up from 1951 to 1989 was compared with that of the national population by the person-years method, with allowance for age and calendar period in five year intervals. Deaths before 1951 were excluded from the analysis because of uncertainties about the completeness of ascertainment during this period.

Within the cohort, associations between housing characteristics and mortality during 1951–89 were examined by a Cox's proportional hazards model. In addition to variables derived directly from the housing survey, we estimated risk in relation to a crowding index, defined as:

\[
\text{total persons resident in 1939}
\]

\[
\text{number of bedrooms in 1936}
\]

Risk estimates were adjusted for sex and for year of birth in five year strata (because of small numbers of deaths a 10 year stratum was used for 1930–39).

### Results

The 3563 households analysed included 8812 persons born after 1900 of whom 8138 were alive and under follow up at the beginning of 1951. During 1951–89, 2929 died, 118 emigrated, and 50 were lost to follow up for other reasons. All causes mortality was similar to that in the national population (Standardised mortality rate (SMR)=1.03) as were death rates from circulatory disease (SMR=1.07), COPD (SMR=0.96), and stomach cancer (SMR=1.07).

Table I shows the distribution of deaths from all causes within the cohort according to housing in the 1930s. Almost all houses had water closets, and the numbers with other types of lavatory were too small for meaningful analysis. Provision of a fixed bath correlated almost exactly with having a hot water tap, so results are presented for the latter only. None of the housing variables examined showed a clear relation to mortality in the full cohort. When analysis was restricted to those born after 1915, however, and especially to those born after 1925 (that is, those who were still children at the time of the housing survey), there was a trend to higher death rates in those with crowded dwellings and with no hot water tap. The strongest association was with the number of persons per bedroom in subjects born after 1925. This relation could not be attributed to any single cause of death, but the major contributions came from ischaemic heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, rheumatic heart disease, and COPD.

Table II shows mortality from stomach cancer according to crowding and food storage facilities. There was no association with any of the variables examined, but the number of deaths among subjects born after 1915 was too small to rule out a relation to crowding or food storage in this subgroup. Only six deaths from stomach cancer were recorded in people born after 1925.

### Discussion

This study had the advantage that it used archived records of housing rather than relying on people's recall of their past accommodation. Moreover, the 1936 survey was designed specifically to identify crowded dwellings which lacked adequate amenities, and thus could be expected to provide accurate information on the size and design of houses.

Against this, however, must be weighed several weaknesses. The housing data related to one point in time only. We do not know whether dwellings
were improved or otherwise altered in the years before or after the survey. Nor do we know how long subjects lived at the addresses studied, beyond the fact that their families were resident both in 1936 and 1939. It is likely that for most of the subjects born before 1915 the house will have been the marital home and not where they spent their childhood. Information about the number of residents at each address was also limited to one date, although the size of most households will have varied over time.

Such imprecision in the classification of exposure would normally tend to obscure associations. Nevertheless, clear correlations have been shown in ecological studies using similar cross sectional data on housing. For example, an analysis of mortality in 212 areas of England and Wales during 1968–78 in relation to an index of crowding derived from the 1936 survey showed correlation coefficients of 0·64 for stomach cancer, 0·60 for bronchitis, and 0·53 for rheumatic heart disease.6

The strongest association in our cohort study was between all causes of mortality and the number of persons per bedroom in subjects born after 1925 (table I). This measure reflects the need to share bedrooms, possibly a more potent influence on the transmission of respiratory and enteric infections than other aspects of crowding. Unfortunately, the number of deaths in the subgroup born after 1925 was too small to allow detailed analysis by specific cause of death. The fact that no similar association was apparent in the full cohort, however, suggests that the long term influence of housing on health is greatest in younger children.

This may explain our failure to show associations between housing and diseases such as stomach cancer, COPD, and rheumatic heart disease. Stomach cancer has been linked both with poor food storage facilities7 and with crowding in childhood.8 The latter association emerged from a geographical analysis of mortality in relation to housing data similar to those on which the current study was based, and prompted the suggestion that the disease could result from an infection in early life. In support of this hypothesis, several studies have now shown an increased risk of stomach cancer in people infected by Helicobacter pylori,10-12 while others indicate that crowding in childhood makes infection by H pylori more likely.13 14 Our data suggest that crowding in early adult life is not an important determinant of risk, but because there were few deaths from stomach cancer in subjects who were below 10 years of age at the time of the housing survey, they cannot be regarded as strong evidence against an effect of crowding in childhood.

Table III Mortality from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease according to crowding and use of gas cooker

Table IV Mortality from rheumatic heart disease according to crowding

The association between housing and the number of persons per bedroom in subjects born after 1925 is likely.15-17 In addition, at least one study has linked adult COPD directly with domestic crowding at age two.15 18 Again, our observations suggest that any effect of crowding or use of gas for cooking on the development of COPD is likely to be small in early adult life but might be greater during childhood. Similarly, we found no evidence that crowding in early adulthood is an important determinant of mortality from rheumatic heart disease, although it is a well established risk factor for rheumatic fever.19 We think it unlikely that these negative findings can be explained by confounding effects. For example, it seems improbable that young adults from crowded dwellings would smoke considerably less or be better nourished than those with superior housing. Nor is it likely that they would have experienced substantially less air pollution. All of the houses studied lay within a 7 km radius of the town centre with the most crowed dwellings situated centrally. Almost all houses had coal ovens whether or not gas was used for cooking.

Overall, this study suggests that the housing of younger adults in Chesterfield during the 1930s had little effect on their later mortality. Important questions remain, however, concerning the influence of housing at younger ages. Continued follow up of the cohort should help to provide answers.
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